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PRESIDENT’S

MESSAGE
Thank you to everyone who made these road shows possible
including our sponsors, fellow Board members, presenters, the
ADRA office and most importantly you the members who set time
aside and made the effort to attend.
Intussen is die “BBB” sage nog nie iets van die verlede nie. Die
industrie werksgroep waarna ek verwys het in die vorige “ADRA
LINK” het 'n konsep “PRINCIPLES REGARDING THE
RESPONSIBLE USE OF EMOLUMENTS ATTACHMENT
ORDERS” opgetel wat aan Nasionale Tesourie voorgelê is. Die
word tans oorweeg tesame met voorstelle vanaf “BASA” met die
oogmerk om 'n gebalanseerde oplossing te vind.
Weereens dankie aan twee van ons raadslede, Stepen Lindsay en
Thinus Nortje wat ADRA verteenwoording het by die
werksgroep.

The year is hurtling towards its culmination at a phenomenal pace!
During the month of August ADRA embarked on its annual road
show with highly successful visits to Durban, Cape Town and
Johannesburg. All three of the road shows were well attended and
exceeded expectations (especially Johannesburg where we were
cramped for space).
I am confident that the presence and presentations of the Credit
Ombudsman, Manie van Schalkwyk (Durban and Cape Town), and
the CEO of the Debt Collectors Council, Adv. Andries Cornelius,
were relevant and informative and that some of you made use of
the opportunity to interact and meet with them.
We furthermore had the privilege to have Johan van Tonder from
the Bureau of Market Research (“BMR”) of UNISA present to us
on “The State of Consumer Over Indebtedness in South Africa” at
the Johannesburg Road Show. I must say a highly relevant
presentation to those of us in this industry and the extensive Q&A
afterwards left some of the delegates in a state!

It is with great pleasure and excitement that I refer you to the new
ADRA website, www.adraonline.co.za that has recently gone live.
The previous website was dated and in need of serious attention. It
was decided instead of a mere re-vamp to re-design a new website
and align it to the current needs and expectations of the market. I
firmly believe that this will be of value to our members and the
industry in time to come. Please visit it on a regular basis and let us
have your comments and ideas on anything we can do to enhance
the website and thereby ensure that we address the needs of you,
the ADRA members!
A big thank you must go to one of the Board Members Marius
Jonker for taking up the task and delivering the project within a
short space of time.
Ten slotte vir enige idees, advies, kritiek of opmerkings oor hoe
ADRA van better waarde vir sy lede kan wees, of enige voorstelle
oor hoe ons die “Road Show” kan verbeter of meer relevant kan
maak, stuur dit asseblief na info@adraonline.co.za. Dit sal ons
instaat stel om ADRA relevant en tot voordeel van sy lede uit te
bou!
Groete tot volgende keer en sien u hopelik op 14 November by die
Algemene Jaarvergadering (AGM)
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SEEN AT THE 2013

ROADSHOWS

FASSET

URGES FIRM’S
Fasset urges firm's debt recovery agents to have their internships
accredited
Many firms in the Fasset sector, including debt recovery agents,
offer structured workplace experience, which meets the
requirements of an internship. This experience is not necessarily
related to a learnership; it may be related to other areas of the
business, which employers feel new employees need to be wellversed in, or need to get a lot of experience in.
Fasset has defined an Internship Programme as “a structured,
supervised learning and development programme in the
workplace, which articulates with particular tertiary qualifications
and enables the trainee to cultivate the applied knowledge,
practical skills, capabilities, attributes and values required for an
occupation or specialist position or registration in a profession.”
Fasset is encouraging employers to have their internship
programmes accredited by Fasset as this will enable them to access
funding through the Pivotal Grant.
Although internships in the Fasset sector typically fall into the
Higher Education graduate work-based category, Fasset is also
accrediting Internship Programmes, targeting learners completing
public Further Education and Training (FET) qualifications.
Accreditation creates a 'win-win' situation for employers and
employees alike. Internship accreditation formalises a company's
internship structure. Organisations benefit from the fact that some
of the elements, which they would not necessarily have had in their
internship might be required for accreditation. By adding these
elements, they are able to enhance their internship offering.
Although internships are not linked to any form of certification,
learners attach a greater value to an internship because the
Internship Programme has gone through a rigorous Seta quality
control process. Internship accreditation may also improve an
organisation's BEE score card as Internship Programmes may fall
into category C of the BEE Learning Programme Matrix.
Small firms, who apply the same good quality criteria, and who take
on only one candidate per year, can have their Internship

Programme accredited.
Internship accreditation is a service, which Fasset provides: there is
no charge for this service. It takes approximately six weeks to
assess an application. If there are issues or concerns, these will be
raised in Findings Reports. Applicants have six months to finalise
issues and concerns. If these are not finalised within the period, the
application will be closed and the organisation will need to reapply.
Internship accreditation is not around the nitty-gritty of a
particular programme; it is around whether Fasset can apply the
same system to something very different in the organisation.When
accrediting internship programmes, Fasset focuses on the systems
that are in place. Does the organisation have a system for
appraising performance? Is there a system in place for mentoring?
It is about making sure that the quality assurance around what an
organisation is doing is in place. It is also about ensuring that quality
is monitored and measured and that the feedback is implemented
in Internship Programmes. This is important as lessons learnt
enable one to develop a better programme for the following year.
Fasset would like to emphasise the fact that there is no
competition between Internship Programmes and learnerships:
each has a distinct role. Learnerships are a much broader than
internships because they lead to a qualification. Fasset does not
want firms to say that they would rather train as they have been
training, and register the training as an Internship Programme,
rather than a learnership, simply because an Internship
Programmes more flexible. Internships are programmes for which
there is no associated learnership for obtaining the necessary
experience.
The application form, which can be downloaded from the Fasset
website: www.fasset.org.za under the Quality Assurance section,
prescribes minimum requirements. As one would expect, critical
requirements include structure, an evaluation component and a
mentorship component.
Should you require any additional information, kindly contact
Fasset Quality Assurance and Learnerships Director, Natércia
Faustino at natercia.faustino@fasset.org.za
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CAPE TOWN ROADSHOW
DURBAN ROADSHOW

JHB ROADSHOW

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS
In 2010 I attended the American Credit Association (ACA)
Congress in Washington to learn about where South Africa fits into
the international credit market and especially where we fit with
regards to debt collection.
To recap some of the differences between ourselves and the USA,
let me remind you of the following:
1) They cannot charge fees and disbursements at debt collection
stage but only during the legal process.They are for most of the
time totally reliant on commission from the client.
2) The cannot phone a debtor outside the designated hours very
similar to our 6am to 9pm time frames, but this is obviously
complicated by the 5 different time zones they have.There is a
four hour difference between New York and San Francisco. If
you phone a New York debtor at 9am and he happens to be in
San Francisco it would still be 5am and therefore you phoned
him outside the designated hours and you may be liable for a
$500 fine.
3) You may only phone, email or contact debtors on cell phones
or email addresses for which they gave you permission to
contact them on. For now a verbal recorded permission is still
accepted but there are moves afoot to change this to written
permission. I cannot see them obtaining such permission on
the scale that will be required to support business.
4) If they ask you not to contact them on those numbers or
emails you must refrain and the legal route is the only one to
remain.
Now to 2013:
The previous problems still remain but are now compounded by
the institution of what we would call a Super Regulator and here in
the USA it is called the CFPB (the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau.

distinct feeling that much of what I observed there may eventually
happen in South Africa and after this conference I have exactly the
same feeling. Even though we have a Council for Debt Collectors
there is already talk that the Government will establish a Super
Regulator that will oversee all other regulators and presumably
inherit all their powers and will have more power.
What happens internationally eventually makes it to our shores
and an excellent example of this is the Protection of Private
Information Act that may already been passed before I get back to
the good old RSA. This act is in part driven by the need of South
Africa to participate in the global economy and the other countries
insist that South Africa have similar legislation to safeguard the
private information of their citizens should it cross their borders
to South Africa for whatever purposes.We had the instance where
the Zurich Insurance company lost an external hard drive with
information subject to privacy laws en route to a South African call
centre and they incurred a very large fine.
My advice to all debt collectors would be to learn more about
compliance and make sure that you have policies and procedures in
place before these things happen.
These policies must provide for and include at least:
1) Comprehensive written policies that is designed to prevent
violation of Consumer Protection Laws
2) Training of staff including the Board of Directors and Senior
Management
3) A well-documented monitoring process that can promptly
detect and correct weaknesses that impact consumers
4) An effective consumer compliant monitoring process that
documents all complaints received
5) Regular independent compliance audits

This Regulator has been given all the powers previously given to
the other regulators and institutions like the FDIC (Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation) that empowers them to launch an
audit on any company. It was originally meant to target only the
compliance of the large companies. However the CFPB has
developed a LMP (Large Market Participant) rule that now drags
the smaller companies into the net if they are a service provider
(like a debt collector) to a large company.
The whole furore is about ensuring that companies comply with
the law and that such compliance provides for policies and
procedures for every conceivable situation that can occur.
A company that underwent such an audit reported that it lasted 13
months and is still on going. The CFPB also invites other state
institutions to join in the audit.
So why is this important for South Africa?
When I went to the conference in 2010 I came back with the

In conclusion I can really say that the work that ADRA has
done over 23 years or so to shape the debt collection industry
in South Africa has really paid off and the USA can take some
direction from ADRA.
I also observed that the moral fabric of the delinquent payer in the
USA has eroded to such an extent that will cost them dearly in the
future. The politicians are passing laws that make it progressively
easier for the consumer to default and avoid paying his debt in
order to gain votes in the next election will be responsible for the
next financial crisis in America.
Fortunately our people still has the moral fibre to own up to their
responsibility.We are operating in a wonderful environment as far
as debt collection is concerned and we should not forget that fact –
ever!
Arnold Olivier
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FROM THE CREDIT

OMBUD
Consumer demand for Credit Ombud assistance up by 60% in
2012
The 2012 annual results for the office of the Credit Ombud point
to an increased demand for assistance from consumers when it
comes to non-bank credit transactions, which include credit
agreements with furniture and retail credit providers, loans from
micro lenders and credit providers other than banks. Disputes
against these credit providers mostly related to issues such as
garnishee order disputes, service disputes and statement of
account disputes.
The office has seen a significant increase in non-bank credit
disputes, opening 2, 217 disputes during 2012, an increase of 60% as
compared to the previous year. 'The increase could be due to a
combination of increased awareness of our services as well as an
increase in consumers who wish to dispute their accounts with
their credit providers,' comments Credit Ombud, Manie van
Schalkwyk.
Consumers obtain free assistance in three areas at the office of the
Credit Ombud, these include credit information disputes, nonbank credit disputes, as well as debt counselling disputes.
'We are pleased to report that we experienced an increased
demand for our services in 2012, opening a total of 5, 506 disputes
across all departments, an increase of 14% as compared to the
previous year and we finalised 5, 140 disputes with 53% of these
disputes resolved in favour of the consumer,' says van Schalkwyk.
'It cost us R 1, 930 to finalise a dispute with disputes taking an
average of 42,6 days to finalise. We are proud to report that we
managed to recover a total of R1, 9 million for complainants in
2012. This amount represents refunds of overpayments, accounts
being written off and adjustments of accounts in consumers' favour.
In many cases these refunds have made a real difference to
consumer's lives,' adds van Schalkwyk.
There was also a notable increase in the number of debt
counselling disputes closed during the period with a total of 501
disputes closed in 2012 compared to the 414 disputes closed in the
same period for the previous year.
'When it comes to debt counselling matters, we found that the
biggest contributing factor that led to complaints in debt
counselling matters, was the debt counsellor's failure to
communicate with consumers,' notes van Schalkwyk.
'Another concerning factor was that of debt counsellors
absconding or closing businesses, leaving the consumer with
nowhere to turn whilst being faced with the possibility of their
houses or cars being repossessed and auctioned as a result of
credit providers not receiving their payments,' he continues.
In response to recent developments within the credit industry, the
office of the Credit Ombud has come to an agreement with the
National Credit Regulator (NCR) that all new debt counselling

matters will be referred to the NCR.
In the area of credit information disputes, the office experienced a
6% decrease in disputes opened, with 2, 789 disputes being opened
in 2012.
'We have, however, seen a significant increase in the number and
complexity of fraud cases in the credit information department.
The figure for fraud complaints almost doubled for 2012. This is
cause for concern as identity fraud appears to be rampant as more
consumers make use of online and cell phone transactions,'
cautions van Schalkwyk.
No rulings were made in 2012, with the Credit Ombud facilitating
all disputes to have an agreed outcome between all parties. 65% of
disputes were resolved through intervention, while 35% of cases
were resolved through a facilitation process.
The National Credit Regulator's (NCR) latest statistics show that
the number of accounts increased to 70,73 million, with 18,31
million of these accounts being impaired.
'The NCR's recently released figures show the number of impaired
accounts having increased by 1,37 million as compared to the same
period last year. This is an indication that consumer's credit
wellbeing is on a downward spiral. More cash strapped South
African's may find it increasingly difficult in the next year to access
credit due to a lack of affordability on the one hand and impaired
credit records on the other,' comments van Schalkwyk.
The office of the Credit Ombud has its work cut out with the ever
increasing over-indebtedness of consumer's in this country. 'Our
office continues to play an increasingly important and integral role
in not only assisting consumers with their disputes, but educating
them on financial and credit matters in general,' says van Schalkwyk.
The Credit Ombud's office is faced with a mammoth task to ensure
that consumers are informed of the free services offered by the
Credit Ombud's office, and also to educate consumers on credit
and financial related matters in order to facilitate rehabilitation.
'We want to play our role in educating the public on credit matters
and this is a vital part of the work we do in order to help improve
consumers' knowledge and understanding and to maintain a
healthy credit industry,' adds van Schalkwyk.
'There are still thousands of consumers who have disputes with
their credit providers over accounts and who need our assistance
to have the disputes resolved, so that the credit relationship can
continue. At the same time, just as many consumers have disputes
about the information listed on the credit bureaus and they need
someone to assist them to resolve these disputes,' added van
Schalkwyk.
Neo Loeto - Credit Ombud
Tel: (011) 781 6431 • Cell: 071 687 7594
E-mail: nloeto@creditombud.org.za
Website: www.creditombud.org.za
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NEW ADRA WEBSITE

LIVE!
The long overdue redesign of the new website was completed and
we are proud to invite all our stakeholders to visit the new website
on www.adraonline.co.za.
Our aim with the new and dynamic website is to provide a
functional information source that is in line with our aim to take
the Debt Collection industry to the level of a Professional Industry
representative body.

levels, collection methodology as well as National footprint.
?

Credit Providers search page for identifying Debt Collectors
that matches certain minimum criteria

?

Members only page – here we provide industry feedback and
knowledge as well as the member detail updating facility.

?

ADRA is also going viral - we urge you all to join the virtual
communities and to contribute where possible.

?

Accreditation of approved Service Providers with links to their
respective websites

The main new features are as follows:
?

Interactive industry Events calendar

?

Resource page including relevant Judgements, Legislation and
other information relevant to our industry

?

Online member information database - this includes detailed
information including status of SARS registrations, BBBEE

Update your information - we want you all to be on the horizon
when Credit Providers are looking for new Debt Collectors.
Your feedback is always appreciated - please contact the office with
any comments and feedback - we are because of you!
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Thanks To Our Roadshow 2013 Sponsors
Since our establishment in 1994, Compuscan has emerged as a reputable and
trustworthy credit bureau, committed to providing total credit reporting and risk
management solutions throughout the credit life-cycle. Over the years we have
experienced rapid growth and currently deliver solutions to a range of institutions
in markets across Africa, including: mainstream banks, microfinance institutions,
microlenders, telecommunication companies, utility companies, debt recovery
agents, co-operatives and credit unions. As a full service credit bureau, we offer a
range of comprehensive datasets which provide a holistic view of consumer and
business information. In addition, our range of credit management solutions aim to
result in greater efficiencies for all clients with reduced risk. The ultimate value to
our clients is real-time, accurate business and consumer data, combined with
innovative technologies and extensive industry experience, which ensures the peak
performance of our clients' businesses.

Intuate Group is a privately owned, broad based IT company that focuses on
providing professional, integrated technology and people resources solutions.
Its services include the provision of state-of-the-art contact centre solutions, the
supply and implementation of best-of-breed IT solutions, as well as IT strategy and
consulting.
Intuate Group is also a partner of choice for business intelligence, project
management, the management and support of IT infrastructure – specifically
storage and server consolidation – and the provision of resources.
Intuate Group's approach is holistic and ensures that all processes, technologies and
people requirements are harmonised in the architecture of the solution. This
ensures successful implementation, deployment and ongoing operation.
The company was founded as a professional project management company more
than a decade ago, and today, Intuate Group leverages these skills to ensure that
solutions are managed and implemented successfully in a controlled manner.

PAYM8 is a South African Specialist Payments Company, Head Quartered in S.A. and
operating in three (3) countries in Sub Saharan Africa namely: - Botswana, Namibia
and South Africa.
PAYM8 is merchant facing and offers payment solutions specializing in Financial
Collections, M-Commerce and E- Commerce payment solutions.
PAYM8 processes transactions into both the formal and informal payment sectors.

Thanks ADRA
for the 2013 Roadshow
from

It is PAYM8's desire is to quadruple its presence across Africa within the next 3-5
years.
PAYM8 is PCI DSS Certified and Compliant, a PASA registered System Operator
(SO) as well as a South African registered Third Party Processor (TPP). In Namibia it
is registered as a Systems Operator with the Payments Association.
PAYM8 services well over 600 merchants across the three countries.
Contact us at 011 564 2460 or info@paym8.co.za

Established in 1999 and with over 120 staff in our Johannesburg, Cape Town and
Durban offices. XDS is 100% black owned and has a Level 2 empowerment rating.
XDS is one of the major providers of business and consumer data to the South
African market, offering solutions across the entire business cycle.
Local ownership means that XDS is able to rapidly and flexibly focus its extensive
technical and analytical resources on client strong relationships and state-of- theart information technology, staff skills and requirements. XDS's experience as well
as local management enables the development of fast and innovative solutions for
the constantly changing business environment.
XDS has subsidiaries in Ghana, Nigeria and Zimbabwe. In Ghana, XDS developed
the first bureau score based on the bureau data in Africa outside of South Africa, and
thus one of very few in the world. XDS has been involved in projects in Uganda,
Kenya,Tanzania, United Arab Emirates,Australia and Namibia.
www.xds.co.za
Tel: 011 645 9100 • Email: info@xds.co.za
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Consumer Profile Bureau (CPB) is the 2ND oldest Credit Bureau registered under
the NCA.We originated from the Collections Industry and have specifically focused
on offering solutions specifically designed for optimisation of the Collections
Industry.
CPB is headed up by Marina Short, a well known icon in the Collections arena.We
listen to our clients, understand their business and takes guidance from legislation
and the Collections industry stakeholders to ensure we can always lead the
solutions available for our clients.
We launched our new platform - Bureau suite - a market first with online facilities
for data segmentation, your own “outsourced” data mining tool, real-time online
batches and various other products that was mostly designed to address specific
needs from our clients.

Contact Marina Short
Mobile 071 493 9120 | Office 0105 909 505
Email marina@cpbonline.co.za

Real Pay is a payments stream service provider with its prime focus on providing and
marketing payment solutions in Africa. Real Pay is focused on business expansion
within Africa and currently operates in four countries on the continent; namely
South Africa, Botswana, Namibia and Swaziland. In the South African payments
environment, Real Pay has developed a user friendly early debit order solution that
operates in the NAEDO (Non-Authenticated Early Debit Order) payment stream.
Our system enables users to electronically deduct time sensitive future dated
instalments directly from clients' bank accounts in all countries of operation. This
user friendly web based payment system is managed directly from the user's own
PC or laptop, enabling users to have full control and editing rights on all transactions.
This allows for transaction adjustments such as pay date or tracking day changes, as
well as editing of future dated instalments. Our real time management information
and statistics will benefit any business. Expertly skilled personnel and market
segment focused knowledge assist our customers in increasing their collection
rates.
Luan Cloete - National Sales Manager
RealPay • Tel: +27 12 347 0729 • Mobile: +27 83 657 9136 • Fax: +27 12 347 0169
Email: luan@realpay.co.za • www.realpay.co.za
Imagine a debt collection software system customizable to your requirements Imagine Flexibility - ImagineVoyagerNetz!
Contact us now for a free demonstration at sales@microworks.co.za or phone on
086 111 2556 .

VeriNet addresses all of the six debt collection components effectively and
precisely.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Including
Client Contract -Captures client details as well as contract specifications
Actual Handover –Electronic import and manual capturing available
Debt Collection –Collector daybook diary as well as queues
Payments received from Debtors -Payments can be imported electronically
from all major Banks or captured manually
Payments made to Clients –Complete client reconciliation and payment
schedules
Management Reports -VeriNet produces several Financial and Management
Reports
Power Dialling-Introducing voice recording
As well as
Automatic letters, e-mails and SMS campaigns
Click of a button repayment plans
Telephonically recorded debit order system
Easily managed daybook allocation tools
Auto SMS's

VeriNet's features are vast and too many to mention. Only a full demonstration will
show you the effectiveness of the software.
018 294 1010 • cronjew@verishare.co.za
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SOUTH AFRICANS ARE DROWNING

IN DEBT
Millions of South Africans borrow to survive and are falling further
behind on their debt repayments.

spiked by 790000 in the past three months and by nearly 1.4million
in a year, according to the regulator.

Numbers from the National Credit Regulator show that, in the
past three months, the number of consumers with impaired
records increased by 189000 to 9.53million.

These were not good signs, said De Clercq.

The CEO of the regulator, Nomsa Motshegare, called this increase
"concerning" yesterday as she released statistics for the quarter to
June.
"Impaired record" refers to a consumer and/or account that is
three or more payments or months in arrears, or that has been
handed over or written off, or against which a judg
ment/administration order has been granted.
In the past year the cost of fuel, electricity and municipal rates and
taxes have increased sharply.
Other gauges of consumers' credit situations confirm the bleak
outlook.
TransUnion's quarterly consumer credit index showed last month
that credit health had deteriorated for the fourth consecutive
quarter.

"Based on the regulator's numbers, it is evident that the number of
consumers with two months' arrears has increased dramatically
since 2007 and this is very problematic as our other research
showed that they have a bigger chance of becoming further in
arrears than becoming up-to-date," she warned.
Consumers' thirst for credit has led to a boom in unsecured
lending over the past five years. Unsecured loans worth about R30billion were granted in the past year, the regulator revealed.These
loans usually come at higher interest rates, making repayment
difficult.
Consumers find themselves jumping from account to account to
try to avoid falling behind.
"This trend is confirmed by sustained levels of distressed
borrowing among households as the use of revolving-credit
facilities to supplement monthly budgets grows," TransUnion said
in its consumer credit index report.
And there is no respite in sight for consumers .

This happened as the government mulls over a controversial credit
amnesty for financially impaired consumers.
If adopted by the cabinet, the amnesty could come into operation
by October.
But banks have raised concerns that dodgy consumers would get a
clean slate and it would be much more difficult to calculate risk.
While more people are falling behind on repayments and are being
blacklisted, the regulator's latest figures also reveal fewer
consumers have a good credit rating.
The number of consumers classified as being in good standing
dropped by 76000 to 10.55million.
Bernadene de Clercq, head of Unisa's personal finance research
unit, said yesterday that consumers' credit health seemed to be
slipping. In the unit's latest consumer vulnerability index, the bulk of
consumers are described as at "a high risk of becoming financially
very exposed and financially vulnerable.The majority of consumers
therefore still feel that they do not have full control over their cash
flow." When cash flow is under pressure, people default on
payments.
"Consumers are inclined to default on school fees first, followed by
rent payments and insurance," said De Clercq.
The number of both over-indebted consumers and over-indebted
accounts had risen, she said. The number of impaired accounts

The rand's recent weakness against the dollar will probably spur on
inflation.
By next month, the petrol price could go up by about 80c a litre if
the rand and international oil prices stay at current levels, statistics
from the Central Energy Fund show.
Higher inflation might force the Reserve Bank to raise the interest
rate before the end of this year because it has a mandate to keep
consumer inflation below 6%.
Statistics SA will today release inflation figures for May, which most
economists expect to be at about 5.9%, touching the upper end of
the target band.
Higher interest rates would be a bitter blow for indebted
consumers.
According to De Clercq, consumers (especially lower-income
groups) appeared to be using some of the debt to finance
consumption but were not necessarily wasting money.
"[They] need it to survive due to the increases in living [costs]. For
your lower-income groups, CPI was actually higher than 5.9% and if
their income streams did not increase with the same percentage,
they actually had less to maintain their expenditure commitments
with," said De Clercq.
TJ STRYDOM
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
On Your Side Alert: Debt Collection Myths
If you have an outstanding or delinquent debt, you're not alone.
Millions of Americans have accounts in collection. For many, debt
collection is a dirty word but you shouldn't fear every call.
Collection experts say there are some myths you need to know
about.
Bruce Klinger, with Fidelis Asset Management is in the business of
collecting debt, he knows he's not usually the most popular guy in
the room. "I have done it for 23 years. I have gotten used to that
negativity towards it. I can tell a lot about a person from their
reaction towards hearing I am involved in debt collections," he
says.
Klinger says debt collection calls happen to more people than you
think. It can be an overwhelming process, but he says paying is the
right thing to do and is healthy for the country's credit based
economy.
He's convinced most people want to repay their debt and
sometimes just need a little reminder. He warns though, make sure
to get confirmation in writing and confirm the debt is yours. "There
are scams out there. No doubt about it and that is what you want
to protect yourself as a consumer on.This is where you need to be
asking the right questions to the person you are speaking with," he
explains.

If you're on the debt collection list, there are few myths experts
want to dispel.
Myth #1: Avoiding the Debt Collector makes the debt go away. "It
will make it worse because then you are looking at possibly a
negative rating on your credit score.You could be looking at lawsuit
against you," Klinger tells us.
Myth #2: Consumers don't have rights. Klinger says the Debt
Collection Agency is one of the most regulated industries in the
U.S. and consumers are protected by state and federal laws.
Myth #3:All debt collectors are bad. "There are the bad apples out
there and that is why you have organizations like ACA and VCA to
do their best to educate and to bring forth the different types of
laws and regulations," he says.
Myth #4: This is prime season for Debt Collectors. "I have seen
economies up and down and one thing about the collection
industry is that it has always been steady." Klinger says.
The next time your phone rings, answer with confidence and when
it comes to your debts, remember its money you owe, just know
your rights when you repay.
By Gray Hall
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SMOOTHING THE ROAD TO

DEBT RECOVERY
When it comes to debtor communication strategy in South Africa,
technological developments are greatly improving debt collection
and shortening debt cycles. The use of SMS as part of a debt
collection strategy is at the heart of this, since it provides highly
personalised and timely messages to the debtor as a reminder of
impending or overdue payments. SMS are proving to have a better
success rate than traditional methods and are much faster and
more reliable than email.
Organisations are adapting their debt collection strategies to take
advantage of this changing technology, at a time when the
traditional letter is losing its impact.
Although individual demographic groups of people will respond
differently to different channels of communication, most mobile
phone owners keep their mobile phone close by at all times. People
check their messages regularly throughout the day and tend to
respond quickly. If the objective of a communication is to provide a
call to action and persuade people to act, then SMS is proving to be
a great motivator.
SMSPortal is a bulk SMS company in South Africa, which has
dedicated direct links to all major South African cellular network
providers to offer the outstanding service for clients and debtors
alike. Using SMS communications is helping the debt recovery
industry improve its results, thanks to considerably lower costs
and far more reliable communication. SMSPortal offers a carefully
developed, safe, easy to use, reliable and high capacity online SMS
platform. It is revolutionizing the way debt recovery agencies are
communicating with debtors.
Charles Stretch, SMSPortal Managing Director comments: “We
strongly believe that opening out the lines of communications and
talking to people about their debt situation can convince them to
pay their debts.At the moment the debt recovery industry sends a
lot of letters, but the unreliability of the Post Office is a huge
problem.We've also found that a lot of letters go straight to the bin
without even being opened.”
There are multiple benefits of SMS as a communications channel.
Organisations can contact hundreds or thousands of people in one
day.And when the costs of this are analysed against the success rate
when writing letters or phoning as many people in a day, it is clear
where the real value for money lies.
Easier for the Debtor
Including the payment details on reminder SMS messages makes
the administration and payment tracking much easier. Now the
debtor can receive a personalised message, with all the correct
details and reference numbers at their fingertips when they go to
make a payment. This has led to fewer problems in the form of
wrong or missing reference numbers and misallocations in
company accounts.
Easier for the Organisation
Clients using the SMSPortal debt collection service all have the
ability to send long SMS messages.This means they can impart a lot

Advertorial

of information, such as the name of the recovery agent and a phone
number for the debtor to call.This robust platform is designed for a
high volume communication.
Stretch continues: “Not only is SMS a cost effective and quick
communication tool, it's a very personal medium, which makes it
uniquely powerful. An astonishing 98% of SMS messages received
are read, and they are considered more personal than direct mail
or e-mail, making it a highly effective channel of communication.”
The simple and unique nature of an SMS allows businesses,
charities, schools and sporting clubs to effectively target their
customers with personal, uncluttered, clear messages that stand
out.
The SMSPortal Gateway to Debt Recovery
The secure, user-friendly, SMSPortal Gateway allows debt
collectors to tailor campaigns, messages, contacts, groups and
reports to achieve and track whether debt collection objectives
are being met.
The features of the SMSPortal service range include:
• Bulk SMS import and delivery
• Convenient importing, creation and management of contacts
and groups
• Address book merging
• Full history reporting
• Two-way SMS – the ability to receive replies to all SMS
• Personalised messages
• Running history reports to analyse and monitor campaigns
• Interact with customers as responses are sent and received, and
• Many other advanced sending features.
• SMS-enable any application, website or system using a range of
APIs
The web-based application is fully interactive at all times and
enables users to send and receive SMS direct from their browser.
When sending messages, each can be designed for individuals, or
for large groups, and sent at any time. All of the data held by
SMSPortal is extremely secure at all times and is fully backed up.
SMSPortal is offering ADRA members reduced rates,
please contact us to start savings today!
About SMSPortal
Established in 2002, SMSPortal has grown to be a leader within the
SMS industry. Long-term relationships have been forged and a
reputation built upon our carefully developed, user friendly,
reliable, high capacity, online SMS platform. SMSPortal is a
registered member of The Wireless Application Service Provider
Association (WASPA)
As well as bulk SMS, SMSPortal also offers: short codes, short code
keywords, long codes, reseller packages and API integration.
www.smsportal.co.za |Tel: 086 111 2021
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SOUTH AFRICA: MULTI-CHANNEL

CALL CENTRES
South Africa: Multi-Channel Call Centers Can Improve
Debt Collection Rates
South Africa has a mobile penetration of roughly 118% - which
means that 50 million people are wielding close to 59 million cell
phones. Yet despite the implementation of RICA, mobile churn
(where users buy and discard SIM cards) is still increasing.
Customers easily switch between phones, numbers, and service
providers who are offering attractive incentives for them to switch
between networks.The impact might be quite detrimental for the
telecommunications industry, but even more so for debt collectors
who have a hard time pinning debtors down.
South African household debt is at 75% of disposable income, and
unsecured personal loans have grown by 53% in the last year which means that many debt collectors are upping their efforts to
ensure debtors honour their repayments. However, that process is
not as easy it may was back in the day when people were locked in
by their landlines.
Any debt collector worth his salt would tell you that starting a
dialogue with a debtor is the first step in resolving the issue. The
churn of cellular phones, the decrease in land line adoption, and the
ability to screen calls have all made it more difficult to track a
debtor down and garner the outstanding amount.This leads many
call centres down the slippery slope of repeatedly attempting to
reach customers via phone, and failing time and time again, wasting
time, and incurring additional expenses over and above the
(potential) bad debt.
Fortunately there are simple tools and techniques that not only
improve an agent's chances of garnering the debt, but can also
prevent over-spending on futile collection efforts.
1. Use smart diallers
The Smart Dialler is the most essential tool any call centre with a
debt collection component should have - particularly when it
comes to maximising payments. Most debt collectors will tell you
that the longer a debt has been outstanding, and the more
uncommunicative a debtor is, the less likely your chances of
receiving payment are. Unlike a basic dialler, a smart dialler keeps
track of what numbers to dial (e.g. home numbers before 8am and
after 5 pm, work numbers after 8 and before 5pm and mobile
numbers at other times) and make sure that once you have
connected to a client you do not then call the other numbers on
this record. The dialler will also know how many times a number
has been called and stop calling if it clearly doesn't connect after a
given number of attempts, reducing the time wasted on futile
attempts.

A smart dialler will also help create a strategy by allowing filtering
of the dialler list so that records below a certain age or above a set
loan amount will be dialled first. 70 to 80% of debt is collected in
the first and last week of the month so focussing on the client that
will pay and that matters to your company is a priority.At the end of
the day, the best way to call a person is on the phone and at the time
when they agreed that you should call them. If your dialler isn't
smart enough to handle this then you are missing out.
2. Make use of multiple channels
Phone calls simply do not have the impact they used to - and even
emails are dying out as a preferred means of communication. Most
call centres are equipped to handle multiple channels, including
social media. Rather than rely on cellular phone numbers (that can
easily be ditched), ask potential debtors to supply you with
alternative contact details - such as social media profiles, instant
messaging subscriptions and an office email address.Text messages
and tweets may work where phone calls have failed - but get the
dialogue going.
3. Ensure that conversation is always two-way
Of course, sending a SMS or an IM might reach your debtor, but
unless they have a way of responding to that channel, the
conversation will remain one-sided. If you are going to use multiple
channels, make sure that every channel allows for a two-way
conversation. Once you've started that dialogue, you can negotiate
full or partial repayments or new instalments.
4. Spend time on training
Lastly, spend time on training staff and communicating the strategy
you wish to employ. Teach staff to distinguish between debts that
are likely to be collected and those that are unlikely to be collected,
and how to prioritise collection between the two. Make sure that
staff is fully able to use the tools and technology at their disposal so
that their time can be wholly devoted to the task at hand, rather
than tech support.
Conclusion
The mobile era has definitely complicated matters for debt
collectors, but there are tools available that will allow you to work
faster and smarter.Work with your call centre technology provider
to determine a strategy based on your debtors' profiles and your
business needs - it will pay off.
Jed Hewson
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AN APPEAL FOR

FEEDBACK
For a number of years and until fairly recently I was a member of
the board of ADRA. During those years I was conscious of the fact
that the members of the board spent a lot of time and gave a lot of
very serious attention and consideration to the affairs of ADRA
and its members, and the debt collection industry as a whole. This
magazine was quite often a topic for discussion, such discussion
usually concerning itself with the difficulties of obtaining material
to publish in the magazine and why the circulation of the magazine
and therefore it print run was so small.
It is noteworthy that the board had absolutely no say in the content
or the make-up of the magazine and it was perhaps for this reason
that I used to look forward to receiving my quarterly copy, although
I must say that it was expected of us as members of the board that
we should contribute material periodically for inclusion in the
magazine, and this was another aspect of the work that was done
by members of the board. Against this background I had great
difficulty in understanding why there was, apparently, such apathy
and lack of interest among all of you who are members of ADRA,
and this is a question that I shall return to before the end of this
article.
It is very important, in my view, that you should know that without
the efforts of ADRA, the debt collecting industry would be in a far
worse position. I believe that I can say without fear of
contradiction that it was only because of the motivations of ADRA
that the Debt Collectors Act was drafted and passed (which more
than a few of you will regard as a mixed blessing) but it is because
there is a Debt Collectors Act that there is the tariff of costs
recoverable by debt collectors from debtors. And I can also say
that it is quite probably solely because of representations by
ADRA that that tariff is updated from time to time, both with
changes to the items that comprise it and with increases from time
to time to compensate for the effects of inflation. It is also true that
ADRA, through its interventions with the media has had

considerable success in changing the perceptions in the media
about what kind of people debt collectors are, and in consequence,
causing them to report far less unfavourably about the debt
collecting industry and debt collectors than they had in the past. It
is notable too that the code of conduct adopted by the Council for
Debt Collectors was very largely based on the code of conduct
that had been formulated by ADRA. It is also true that as result of
major efforts over quite a long period of time that the Council for
Debt Collectors came eventually to realise and accept that ADRA
could fairly be considered as being truly representative of and
therefore the voice of the debt collecting industry. It is perhaps in
consequence of this change of attitude that ADRA is today broadly
recognised in the credit industry as being a necessary
representative in deliberations affecting the entire credit industry.
What I have listed in the previous paragraph is by no means an
exhaustive list of things done and achieved by ADRA for the benefit
of its members and for the industry as a whole but it does serve to
illustrate how important ADRA has been and continues to be to its
members and to the industry. And it is against this background that
I remain puzzled by what seems to be a widespread apathy
demonstrated by members of ADRA towards it.
After having pondered this question for a long time I have
concluded that the probable reason for this apathy is that ADRA is
perceived as having failed to make itself sufficiently relevant to its
members. It is this thought, framed in the light of the very real
importance and relevance of ADRA to all of us, that prompts me to
ask you to take the trouble to put any thoughts that you might have
on paper about what you believe to be the shortcomings of ADRA
as far as it concerns you, coupled perhaps with any suggestions that
you might have about how ADRA could make itself more directly
meaningful to you.
Geoff Mansell - AGS Collections CC
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CALL CENTRE STAFF - THE CORNER STONE OF

YOUR BUSINESS
People are one of the biggest assets in a business. If you want to
improve productivity empower your staff!
The following is an extract from an article written by Paul Cooper,
a customer experience consultant. I believe this information is
relevant to our industry as many operate call centre based
collection companies.
To have a call centre that is great at customer service, means having
great people working in it.
Two recent quotes from research work by Dr Nicola Millard, BT
Futurologist at BT Research, sum it up well:
?
?

86% of people say that a good experience with a contact
centre agent impacts positively on their loyalty to an
organisation
83% of people want organisations to make it easier to deal
with them

The agent's behaviour has a massive effect on a customer.
The reputation of an organisation is driven by its organisational
values.
“The first step is to recognise that good management starts with
good people; all the processes in the world will not make up for
weak individuals.” – Simon Wolfson, CEO Next.
What drives agent stress?
According to research done a few years ago at that time it was
“trendy” to offer stress counselling to agents as it was thought that
those horrible customers out there were adversely affecting agent
performance and morale.
The research, however, showed that the agents' stress actually
came from such things as poor and unreliable systems support, and
all the agents wanted to do was give great service to their
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CALL CENTRE STAFF - THE CORNER STONE OF

YOUR BUSINESS
customers!
Contact centre staff can often feel out of the mainstream. In fact,
two of the most often-heard complaints are:“Nobody ever tells me
anything” and “Nobody ever asks me anything”. And yet these are
the very people who are, often, the only customer-facing staff in the
organisation, so who else knows more about customer needs
opinions, complaints and desires?
“The majority of the workforce has more talent than they are able
to use in their job.” – Stephen Covey
What does he mean? Well, many of your staff have more
responsible things to do at the weekends – run volunteer groups,
be treasurers of clubs, manage sports teams, even run households
with their accounts, etc. Do they come to work on Monday for a
rest?
What I'm really driving at here is that, if you have the right people,
and they are doing a good job, then they can probably be more
empowered to take on more independence and responsibility.
Empowerment is just another word for trust.
It all fits together like a jigsaw

Over the years innumerable examples of organisations have tried
empowering their agents more, introducing home-working,
flexible hours, taking out scripts, being involved in their own target
setting, and so much more.
I have never yet heard complaints that these strategies didn't work.
In fact, what happens is that the workforce relishes the extra
responsibility: discretionary time increases, staff morale improves,
and customer satisfaction rises, too.
Of course, there are others things that are needed to maximise
these effects, and perhaps the most important one of these is
measuring the right things, i.e. metrics, and feeding back the data to
staff.
Here are a few golden rules of metrics:
?
?
?
?
?

Measure the right things, not the easiest things
Only measure things that will be reviewed/analysed/acted on
Measure what is relevant to time/need, and look to change
these over time
Look for, and act on, trends, not one-offs
Remember human nature: Set a target, staff see it's important
and find ways to “cheat”, especially if a bonus is involved!

Letting go of the reins is always difficult, in all areas of life – letting
your child out on a bike for the first time alone, trusting your
teenagers (OMG!), and many more examples prove the point.

Now the last one looks as if I'm arguing against myself, but this is
not the case. My point is that, as Tom Peters once said,“It's not that
your staff don't listen to you, it's that they DO listen to you.”

In business, too, although most people can see that giving staff more
responsibility should provide considerable benefits, it isn't always
easy to commit. It is certainly true that:

And so, to pull all these points together, we must see staff
development and productivity as a whole – many things influence
them and to maximise the effects all need to be in place.

?

Thus to summarise:

?
?
?

Some people can't be trusted – well, yes, but not that many, and
why are they working for you in the first place?
Some people don't react well to responsibility – well, yes, but
much of this can be traced back to training, and anyway why are
they working… see above
Some people might not follow procedures – well, yes, but how
much damage can they really do, and… see above
Some people might lose us money – well, yes, but how much
are they responsible for really, and… see above

And so on.There really isn't any good excuse not to try to increase
responsibilities, empowerment, and therefore trust in staff. If you
like, it can be “softly softly” – selective by experience/level or
individual. It can also be a pilot, and therefore reversible if it doesn't
work. Also it should be measured well to see the real benefits as
they happen.
Here's a quote from a large credit card centre:

Making agents more productive
? Hire the right ones in the first place
? Have a comprehensive induction programme, then ongoing
coaching and training
? Introduce as much empowerment as possible
? Have clear targets, objectives, culture and practices
? Measure the right things and feedback
? Use positive strokes to develop responsibility
? Have clear and well-understood career and job opportunities
? Have an active programme to make sure they stay
There is no ceiling in organisations below which people don't care
and above which, somehow, miraculously, people do care and
consider it is “their” organisation.
Everyone is involved in making an organisation successful, and for
this to happen, people need to be proud of their work, their
colleagues and their business.

“We stopped over-controlling the amount of time agents spent on
the telephone. Average call handling time went up 10 seconds, but
overall call volume went down 10% due to improved call
resolution!”

By being given, and accepting, more responsibility, empowerment
and trust, staff in any organisation will give more and deliver more.

Agent empowerment improves productivity

Article Submitted By: Julie Wiggins ITCBA
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TECHNOSPEAK - USING IT TO IMPROVE

PROFITABILITY
Every business goes about generating profit. Many businesses will
state that they have numerous core values, like client satisfaction,
staff happiness, and many more.
But still, each of these core values has been adopted in order to
support the main purpose for the business' existence ... to make a
profit.
In today's times many factors influence a company's profitability. In
the debt recovery arena, things are no different. How many times
have you heard your client push for a reduction in the commission
you earn? Those debt recovery specialists who service banks, big
corporates and municipalities have heard this over and over again.
In addition, many creditors pass the responsibility to incur certain
unavoidable expenses on to their debt recovery agents. In this way,
many debt recovery agents are expected to foot the bills of the
Sheriffs for having summonses served. Or the cost of the
registered postage associated with the Section 129 Notice.
In addition, staff members expect higher wages as their finances
turn for the worse due to higher transport-, electricity- and food
costs. In a sense, staff members typically have nowhere else to go,
other than to their employers.This puts a massive burden on debt
recovery agents as companies (not only in our industry but across
the board) need to generate more money to pay increased
expenses.
In a sense, if your gross profit has increased by 15% on last year's
figures, the owner of the business may still be taking less money
home as it all goes straight to:
i) Staff members that feel they are underpaid;
ii) Costs of operating costs that creditors refuse to pay (like
Sheriff fees and registered post); and
iii) Increased expenses in general.
Therefore it is no wonder that every business owner is trying to
reduce its costs of operating.
Typically, the two biggest items on the expense side of a company's
income and expense sheet; are salaries and rent.
In the case of debt recovery agents, this is followed closely by
communication costs.
These three items easily make up for more than 75% of a
company's monthly expenses.
How then, does one control these items and get them to make
money for you? The only way is to approach a three-step program
by:
i) Limiting the requirement for growth (i.e. get more work done
with fewer staff members);
ii) Improving productivity (get your staff to double their output
with the same energy and time)
iii) Reducing unnecessary costs associated with each piece of
work you do.
Think about sending a fax... This is such a menial task, but it is still

one that must be done.A debtor phones you and asks for a balance
sheet or a statement of all the transactions on his account. He
doesn't have e-Mail facilities and asks you to send the details by fax.
You are obliged to supply the details and usually the agent follows
these steps:
i) Print the statement
ii) Walk to the printer
iii) Fetch the statement from the printer
iv) Place the sheet of paper into the fax machine
v) Punch the debtor's fax number into the fax machine
(incorrectly the first time);
vi) Do it a second time (this time correctly)
vii) Wait for the fax to be sent
viii) Print out a fax delivery report
ix) Take the printed report back to your desk
x) File the report onto the debtor's file
Now, let's imagine how technology could improve this.The debtor
phones and asks for the balance sheet to be faxed to him. Imagine
the agent can simply click one button in his debt collection
program without leaving his seat, and the software does the
following:
i) Produces the balance sheet into PDF format
ii) Faxes the balance sheet through to the debtor
iii) Makes a note on the debtor's file
iv) Debits the fees and/or disbursements associated thereto, if
allowed
v) Automatically gets a delivery report and files it on the debtor's
file
The difference is 10 minutes of unproductive time vs 10 seconds of
productive time.Which would you prefer? Take the same principle
and apply it to your phone calls. Imagine you can get your staff
members to double the number of calls they can make in one day
by using technology. Your productivity will increase dramatically
without the usually-associated increase in salaries.
Imagine you could get your staff members to call the correct
numbers first time round, instead of calling a host of wrong
numbers before finally reaching the debtor. Not only will you save
on time, but your phone bill will be used to generate money as
opposed to simply costing you money.
Imagine that you could get your software to phone on your behalf.
You will not only save the time that it takes for your staff members
to make the calls, but you will keep your staff members productive.
The general rule is that, if your staff members can decide the pace
at which they will work, you will never be as productive as you
could be.
There is no doubt that technology allows you to get more work
done accurately in a shorter time.
It all makes sense...
Peter Rafferty - Chief Executive Officer
FutureSoft
www.futuresoft.co.za
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Includes the following Modules:
- The Pro-Active Manager
- The Call Campaign Manager
- The SMS Manager
- The Strategy Manager
- The Integration Manager
- The Statistics Manager
- The Letter Campaign Manager
- The External Agent Manager
- The Branch Manager
- The Template Manager
- The Import Manager

012 640 0000
www.futuresoft.co.za
info@futuresoft.co.za
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